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Isaiah 61:1-4; 65:17-25                                                                           
   
        “Rejoice always!” wrote the author of the New Testament epistle called 1 Thessalonians. Always, rejoice.  I don’t know about you, but I bristle a bit at that biblical admonition.  More than that, I often question its wisdom.  The fact is that I don’t always feel like rejoicing.  Sometimes, even on the Third Sunday of Advent, the Sunday of Joy, I don’t feel like rejoicing.    
            “Rejoice always!” the inspired man wrote.  And, that was it. Absent from his exalted mandate are any forms of punctuation or words of qualification that weaken the relentless insistence or compromise the indefinable comprehensiveness of the author’s comment. The scripture text is stark in its succinct simplicity, “Rejoice always.”  
How could a biblical writer pen those words?  For that matter, how could anyone sensitively in touch with life urge a constant joy?  Had this writer never encountered an untimely death?  Did he know nothing of the hot wind storms that swept across the desert with a power akin to that of a hurricane in the Gulf Coast churning the waters around it and ripping apart everything in its path?  Had he not been forced to dig his way out of killer sand dunes piled atop tents in which people had lived or polluting, if not filling, the one source of fresh water for hundreds of miles like snow banks that have covered and crumbled houses and closed all avenues of travel during the white out of a winter blizzard?  Rejoice always? Had this writer of scripture not seen the bloated belly of a child who was going hungry in a world of plenty?  Was he not aware of the complexity of loving relationships in which hurt seems as prominent as help between two people?  Did he not know individuals who were desperately lonely?  How could he write these words? “Rejoice always!” the writer wrote.
My first instinct in interpreting this passage of scripture is to surmise that the writer did not understand joy in the same manner that we understand joy.  A careful look at the Bible brings about the discovery that the Bible has more than one word for joy.  Among the writers of scripture there is recognition of a secular 
 
form of joy that is distinct in substance from the joy associated with a meaningful relationship with God.  Surely the Thessalonians writer’s meaning of joy differs 
dramatically from our meaning for joy.  Otherwise, how could he have told us to rejoice always?
Here, now, is the challenge for us this morning.  Committed to a journey through Advent that engages the present with the past, that brings ancient hope into interaction with contemporary reality, how do we speak of faithfully expressing joy while honestly recognizing the pervasiveness of unhappiness, trouble, and despondency in many people’s lives?  Is feeling joy possible apart from turning a blind eye to reality and living with fantasy or illusion?  Can we do justice to celebrating with joy the significance of this season of Advent without fleeing from an honest appraisal of what is and, in the name of religion, playing like we are happy?
Drawn from the prophetic writings of the Hebrew Scriptures, two of the lectionary texts for today offer to us a measure of understanding and profitable instruction related to joy.  The first passage, Isaiah 61, the text from which Jesus quoted in the synagogue at Nazareth while delivering his first public sermon, provides the prophet’s perspective on the relationship between joy and service to other people. Note the key traits of a life filled with joy: giving comfort for all who mourn, presenting to people a garland of flowers rather than a pile of ashes, and offering to individuals a container of the oil of gladness rather than the emptiness of great grief.   
The second passage, Isaiah 65, with a breathtaking escalation of concerns about joy, provides a divine perspective on joy: “I am about to create Jerusalem as a joy,” God declares.  Note the actions amid which joy is born: infant mortality will be reduced, older people’s lives will not be robbed of dignity, cities will be made habitable and hospitable, land will be tillable, food will be distributed so that all shall eat, people will not hurt each other, nations will not destroy each other, and all the creatures of creation will reside in peace.
Now, let us be honest with each other.  Likely this narrative from Isaiah strikes us more as poetry from a $3.95 Hallmark Christmas card than a viable description of the realities of the world that we know in these last few days prior to Christmas Day, 2005.  Was the writer named Isaiah simply out of touch with the world in which he lived or did he confuse hopes and dreams for the future with the substance of reality?  It is that question once again: Can we know joy apart from a denial of reality?
For many years, biblical scholars have recognized that the book of Isaiah (in the form in which we now have it) is a collection of at least two, if not three, different pieces of prophetic literature.  Chapters 1-39 address the nation of Israel in the last 40 years of the eighth century before the Common Era while chapters 40-55 address Israelites living in exile in Babylon during the middle years of the sixth century before the Common Era.  More recently, biblical scholars have found in the book of Isaiah evidence that an editor related the materials from these different time periods to each other and to his own time.  For example, chapters 65 and 66 of Isaiah are almost certainly the product of this editor.  Thus, in the conclusion to Isaiah, each part of the book is related to the other parts of the book.  I emphasize the literary structure of this prophetic book as a means of emphasizing that the book does not represent flights of fantasy, rather joy in touch with the harshest realities over scores of years.  
Listen. Isaiah 1 begins with a disturbing description of a national situation that is personally depressing—The whole head is sick, and the whole heart faint . . . there is no soundness . . . but bruises and sores . . . your country lies desolate . . . aliens devour your land . . . the faithful city has become a whore!  That was reality.  But that reality did not eradicate the vitality of joy, the joy-laced vision in our reading for this morning.  Isaiah 65 and Isaiah 1 belong together.  Neither is ignorant of the other.  One does not negate the other.  
Please do not miss the promise implicit in the literary structure of the book of Isaiah. Reality and joy go together.  An experience of joy does not require a denial of reality.  Indeed, joy is a part of reality.
Now the question that I raised earlier becomes more intense.  When the Bible uses the term joy and when we use the term joy, are we talking about the same thing or must we deny reality to affirm joy?  If we are to take seriously the admonition “Rejoice always” and give ourselves to the festivity of this holy season, we have to answer correctly that question about the meaning of joy.
Though we do not know all there is to know about joy, we know that joy involves at least these truths.  Joy is a derivative of a harmony between the inside and the outside of our lives, our beliefs and our behavior.  Joy is a stab in the heart as severe as pain but as positive in our psyche as is the arrival of new life. Joy is an inconsolable longing, a desire not looking for fulfillment but for sustenance—the desire itself is joy.  
Without me saying anything more, you can tell that joy is distinct from pleasure, not nearly the same as happiness.  We cannot find joy by pursuing it.  Joy will find us as a derivative of our pursuits.  We cannot shop for joy, purchase joy, grab joy, or hold joy so closely to our chests that it is never absent from our lives.  Joy is a gift that comes into our lives through the backdoor of our lives as a result of what is moving into and out of the front door of our lives.  The arrival of joy may surprise us but its presence in our lives is obvious to everyone around us. 
 
 
Joy cannot be faked, not even by people so insecure with the truth about their life-situations that they are forever telling others how happy they are and how wonderful their lives are.  The word “joy” never even has to be spoken by one filled with it for others to recognize joy’s presence in their lives.
No person can give another person joy.  To be sure, all of us can give others a sense of security, an affirmation of being, experiences of pleasure, and occasions that evoke happiness.  None of that, however, is to be equated with joy.  The arrival of joy is far too intimate and personal within each of us for someone else to be its source.  
The opposite of joy is not sadness but unbelief.  Real joy exists within us like a bed-rock that remains unshakable and immovable despite grief, sadness, questions, and hurts.  Joy is much stronger and far more severe than all that threatens happiness or pleasure.  That is why genuine joy remains in our lives even in the face of death—whether the death is ours or someone else’s.  
From the scripture readings for this morning come two insights into the nature of joy that can prove beneficial to all of us.  First, joy is a result of us giving ourselves to a way of life that births joy.  
Notice the specifics in the words of Isaiah’s prophecy that became the text of Jesus’ inaugural sermon.  The spirit of the Lord God is upon me, because the Lord has anointed me; (God) has sent me to bring good news to the oppressed, to bind up the brokenhearted, to proclaim liberty to the captives, and release to the prisoners, to proclaim the year of the Lord’s favor.  Do you see?  Fidelity to God’s intention for our lives leads us straight into an encounter with joy.  Look at what is involved.  Irrepressible joy is a derivative of us devoting ourselves to such matters as liberating people, sharing good news with people, releasing people from captivity of one kind or another, opening blind eyes whether through optical surgery or liberal education.  Joy is an inescapable derivative of our participation in such a life of caring and giving.  
Once after observing that “Joy is strength” and “Joy is love,” Mother Teresa of Calcutta said, “She gives most who gives with joy.”  I believe the reverse of that statement also is true—she who gives most knows joy.  Joy is a derivative of giving as well as a motivation for giving.
The second insight into joy drawn from the scripture lessons for today is similar in nature. Joy is a derivative of the work to which we give ourselves, the life that we choose to lead.  
Go again to the divine vision of joy found in Isaiah 65.  From the perspective of God, joy emerges amid our participation in creation—the creation of people whose work is to comfort the mourning, to build cities of compassion, to achieve equality in people’s possessions, to contribute to a universe at peace, to share food, and to enhance the quality of life for everybody.  If obeyed, this insight from scripture that stands as a mandate from scripture opens to us the possibility of experiencing joy.
You notice, of course, that both actions that fill us with joy take us away from a pre-occupation with ourselves.  This is important.  Frequently, self-centered people know a lot of pleasure because pleasure can be bought, pursued, caught, earned or secured through manipulation or control.  But for many of these same pleasure-rich people, joy remains a scarcity.  
Joy is something more, you see—the something more self-evident in a teenage girl who, as the one chosen by God to give birth to Jesus, found herself pregnant outside of marriage (a sin punishable by death in the minds of many ancient Jews) yet lifted her voice to God singing “my spirit rejoices.”  The joy of Mary was not rooted in a self-congratulatory celebration of personal honor but in her profound, compassion-driven understanding of the social impact of her son’s life.  That is what she sang about it immediately: His mercy is for those who fear him . . . he has scattered the proud . . . he has brought down the powerful . . . and lifted up the lowly; he has filled the hungry with good things.
Joy does not depend upon easiness or happiness.  It is rooted in confident belief and nurtured amid acts of goodness and faithfulness.  I think of another young Jewish woman whose last entry for her diary—November 30, 1943—was tossed out the window of a train that was taking her to die in the furnaces of Auschwitz.  She wrote, “We have left the camp singing.”
“Rejoice always,” the author wrote.
Joy is sufficient for all seasons—constant even if silent through an illness, the loss of a relationship, the demise of a son or a daughter, the pain of unemployment, the disappointment of shattered dreams.  Joy is a gift from God within us that is nurtured by belief and sustained in a life patterned after the one whose birth causes us to sing Joy to the World.  So, whether with smiles spread across our faces or with tears streaming down our faces, we give ourselves to the tasks that help to create the possibility of joy in others.
This past Friday I read the book chosen as the winner of the National Book Award for this year—The Year of Magical Thinking is its title.  The author of the volume, Joan Didion, recounts the grinding grief that she experienced in the year following her husband’s unexpected death.  Though profoundly hurting and often reeling, stunned by loss and disoriented by sorrow, Ms. Didion recognized the pestilent destructiveness of self-pity, describing this malady as “the most common and the most universally reviled of our character traits.”  Her words ring true in ears sensitive to the sounds of joy. A preoccupation with ourselves robs us of faithfulness to the vocation in which we experience joy.
Not as a denial of reality but as engagement with reality, the advent of joy begins in the commitment of our lives to acts of service and the devotion of our lives to the work of creation.  This joy comes upon us, taking form within us as something more basic than our most gnawing hurt or throbbing grief and inexorably grows within us as we establish consistency between compassionately meeting the needs of people around us and powerfully experiencing the fulfillment of God’s intentions for us.  What happened in Bethlehem happens in us—joy is born. 






God of Comfort and Joy: come among us now and fill our lives with the realization of the promises inherent in your name.  Then, move us, in your name, to become agents of comfort and facilitators of joy among all in search of either or of both.  Make of us people in your image, God of Comfort and Joy.  Amen. 
 
 


